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Paz Errázuriz first solo exhibition in Paris is presented at 

mor charpentier under the premise to be, rather than 

a retrospective, a transversal review of her work. It 

shows some of her most emblematic series, while trying 

to draw attention to less known images. Throughout 

her photographs, we contemplate a critique of both 

normative identities and society’s gaze over individuals.

The photographic work of Paz Errázuriz has been an 

unbiased witness of the Chilean society since the late 

1970s. Decades that were marked by the repression 

of a cruel military dictatorship, as well as the later 

economical development that has left behind large 

areas of poverty and exclusion. A surprising image such 

as El caminante (1987), one of her early pictures, captures 

the immediacy of an instant in the route of a —probably 

drunk— passer-by. It is taken from a certain distance, as 

if she didn’t want to alter reality with her presence. This 

distancing is not common in her following work, which is 

characterised, on the contrary, by a personal implication 

beside the subjects of her portraits, devoting weeks and 

months to earn their trust before shooting for the first 

time. There is nothing voyeuristic about her gaze. One 

of the most prominent examples of this engagement is 

her famous series La manzana de Adán (1982-1986), where 

she depicts the private world of a group of transvestites 

working in the brothels of Santiago de Chile during the 

dictatorship. The artist created close ties of affection 

with them and their families, that have lasted over time. 

The exhibition presents a close-up portrait of Pilar, one of 

the main figures of the project. The colour photographs 

included in the series remained unreleased for decades, 

as only the black and white prints were published. The 

rediscovery of these images offers a vibrant and more 

complete perspective over the whole ensemble.  

Many of Errázuriz photographic series follow into what 

art critic Nelly Richard has called the “aesthetics of 

the periphery”, finding the subjects for her portrays in 

the edges, whether they are defined by geographical 

boundaries or social exclusion. However, the artist 

rejects the notion of “marginal”, and there is no moral 

connotation whatsoever in her artistic practice. As we 

stated before, her images come from a profound and 

sincere empathy. Actually, as she has explained, all of 

her work is extremely self-referential: to photograph 

certain subjects is to deal with her own obsessions with 

the body, old age, etc. The artists of a wandering circus 

that the photographer followed while capturing different 

aspects of the live behind the lights, the fantasy and the 

decors in the series El circo (1981), could be situated in one 

of the aforesaid “edges”. Just like the troupe of traveling 

“lucha libre” wrestlers with whom she departed on tour 

for the production of Los luchadores del ring (1988-1991). 

The result of both experiences is, in any case, profoundly 

captivating and charged with an almost surreal, dream-

like, appeal. 

One of the themes that strongly reveals throughout the 

exhibition, and that has been less commonly pointed 

out, is that of a fragile masculinity. Far from heroic 

models, it presents itself as defeated or even severed, 

in series like Boxeadores (1987) and Exéresis (2004). The 

emblematic series of portraits she took at the Federación 

Chilena de Boxeo, present these precariously equipped 

men in a manner that reveals fatigue and vulnerability. 

Her pictures of ancient statues missing genitals, 

beside historical consideration, offer the spectator an 

androgynous, non-hegemonic body. Over the years, 

Errázuriz has evolved into digital photography, but she 

hasn’t lost a bit of her creative drive or her connexion to 

the reality of the Chilean society.
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